Analyzing clinical ratings of performance on pediatric neuropsychological tests.
This project examined the agreement among pediatric neuropsychologists when rating the functioning of normal and low-birth-weight children in seven neuropsychological domains. In Phase 1, two neuropsychologists rated 154 children; in Phase 2, three neuropsychologists rated 41 children. Intraclass correlations of agreement in Phase 1 were: attention .39, intelligence .85, auditory/linguistic .82, haptic .70, visual perceptual/visuomotor .78, mnestic .72, and global .61. Intraclass correlations observed in Phase 2 were similar to those found in Phase 1 except that agreement in rating attention increased to .53. Linear modeling of global judgments revealed that two raters emphasized the auditory/linguistic, haptic, and visual perceptual/visuomotor domains in deriving global ratings, whereas the third emphasized the intellectual and attentional domains. In general, agreement among raters was sufficient to justify using clinical ratings to combine individual test scores into more general behavioral measures.